
EXTENDED GROUP ACCOUNTING AND REPORTING IN 

MICROSOFT DYNAMICS 365 BUSINESS CENTRAL 

- FAST, EFFICIENT AND RELIABLE FINANCIAL CONSOLIDATION

5 advantages with Pronavic 

Advanced Financial Consolidation

Get a quick and accurate overview of the group's 

consolidated result, balance sheet and cash flow

Consolidation of accounts and budgets in 

subgroups in up to 8 dimensions.

Automation of reporting and eliminations with full 

traceability

Build your own reporting that suits your business 

and group structure

Handle currency conversion correctly and 

transparently

See more facts about the module on the back

Get a free in-depth demonstration and inspiration for how 

you can optimize group reporting!

Pronavic Business Systems ApS

Øvej 7, DK-6100 Haderslev

Tel: +45 7070 7940 |info@pronavic.dk | www.pronavic.dk

Contact Jens D. Dall on +45 2220 2038 or 

jdd@pronavic.dk
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How long does it take to implement?

The module is operational as soon as it is installed. Setting up 

company structures, group chart of accounts and group dimensions 

usually takes one to two days.

In addition, mappings must be made for reporting and the content 

of the reporting must be defined. This is usually something you can 

manage yourself after reading the user manual or a few hours of 

teaching the possibilities, but Pronavic is of course happy to assist 

and facilitate if this is desired..

FACTS FOR PRONAVIC ADVANCED FINANCIAL 

CONSOLIDATION

What versions does the mod work for?

The module can be used in any version from version 2009 and newer

How does the reporting take place?

If the company you want to report from is in the same Microsoft 

Dynamics 365 Business Central database as the module, the 

reporting can be pulled directly from the company via a menu item in 

the module. Before that, the local chart of accounts and the 

dimensions you want to include in the consolidation must be 

mapped to the group chart of accounts and the group dimension 

values. Chart of accounts and dimensions therefore do not have to 

be identical in the companies.

If the companies are in another system, there are several options: If 

the system can create a reporting file, this can be loaded into the 

module. Alternatively, you can receive the report in Excel from which 

you can make the entry, or you can choose to enter the report 

manually.

Regardless of how the reporting is brought into the system, it will 

always go through a registration journal which checks that the 

reporting is consistent and adequate in relation to the requirements 

defined in the setup of the system.

How does the management reporting take place?

The module comes with a built-in tool where you can set up your 

own reports. Here you choose, among other things, how you want 

to sum up your group accounts and group dimensions. The result 

of the arrangement can be presented in several different ways 

(e.g. Specified per company, subgroup, reporting group, over time, 

with comparison figures for budget and previous year).

Can you make manual post period postings?

The registration journal works like a financial journal, where you 

can manually make all the entries you want. Manual postings are 

marked so that you can distinguish between what is reported and 

what is subsequently made of corrections.

How many companies can the module handle?

The module can handle an unlimited number of companies and 

subgroups. You define your group structure in the setup of the 

module, including which companies belong to the individual 

subgroups and who is their parent. The subgroups can each have 

their own group currency.

Can the module handle alternative consolidations/budget 

consolidations?

The module can handle an unlimited number of versions of 

consolidations. Each version is associated with its own exchange 

rates. This applies to both consolidation of realized figures and 

budgets.

Can the module do other things?

The module contains a large number of other functionalities which 

are best presented in a demonstration. Including e.g. Intercompany 

reconciliation, Cash flow, Automatic eliminations, etc.


